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EarthAn Alien Enterprise- the Shocking Truth Behind the Greatest Cover-up in Human History
Welcome to the future. Here is a story that started with the time of Noah; and is what could not
be discerned except by archeologist uncovering the ancient story. It is not told as such;
because the various religious communities would not allow the TRUTH TO BE TOLD. This
goes into past generations and surpasses even our own generation into the future; and we all
stand in the shadow of history ignorant of the reality when the truth of evidence is staring you
straight in the face. It is an ancient society that has the patience to live in a distance from
mankind; while the story of our own identity becomes a struggle listed in my other work; with
the outcome waiting for the revealing of alien life that was our progenitors on Earth. The
surprising revelation of this story that is yet to be fulfilled; could just as well be the prophecy of
Nostradamus explained before the events are to happen in time. This is assumed to be a
fiction; that is not a fiction when considering it is the only possible alternative history to the
past; and has implications as prophecy verses written actually speaking of these events to
occur in the future for mankind. Our very survival as a planet of life may depend on our
understanding this possibility. The story of humanity from another aspect of unexplained
evidence that has romance, adventure, tragedy, drama of human endurance, intrigue,
discovery, conflict and the uncertainty of battle from the aspect of Presidential command.
Based on Nostradamus prophecy for verses that will not be presented as used. Gregory Alan
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McKown.
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Original Series! 2268: Following the
encounter with the mysterious Gary Seven in the twentieth century, the crew of the U.S.S.
Enterprise is startled by two intruders who have transported through space and time from Earth
circa 1968. Incredibly, one of the infiltrators is a Vulcan, who asserts that he’s lived among
Earth's population for over a decade. The otherrepresents a little-known race, and reveals to
Captain James T. Kirk that she has spent that last twenty years working to bring about
humanity’s destruction. It is then that Gary Seven’s young protégé, Roberta Lincoln, arrives
seeking Kirk’s help... 1947: In the wake of the infamous “Roswell Incident” involving a
crashed alien craft and beings from another world, Captain James Wainwright finds himself
recruited as one of the first members of Majestic 12, a secret organization with two goals:
Collect evidence of extraterrestrial activity on Earth, and develop strategies to combat alien
invaders. And it is this very mission that will consume Wainwright’s life for the next two
decades, driven by the knowledge that the danger is as real as the aliens living among us... ™,
®, & © 2013 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Contents in this full color ebook edition Jeane Manning: REPORT FROM THE FRONT
Tracking the News of the Coming Energy Revolution Can Compassionate Transmutation
Transform A Paradigm? Michael Cremo: THE FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST The Mystery
of Ancient Lenses and Glass Scott Creighton: MORE PYRAMID FRAUD EVIDENCE Did
Howard-Vyse's Assistant Tamper with the Khufu Cartouche? Susan B. Martinez, Ph.D: THE
PAN PERSPECTIVE There Is More than One Way to Look at Human Origins William B.
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Stoecker: THE MYSTERIOUS MEANING IN ANCIENT MYTHS Could the Stories Be Saying
More than We Realized? John Chambers: MENTAL RADIO & UPTON SINCLAIR The
Crusading Reformer Who Made the Case for a Non-Material Reality Cynthia Logan:
GRADUATING FROM KINDERGARTEN Dr. Eben Alexander Speaks of Lessons Learned
While 'Dead' Robert Schoch, Ph.D: THE TANKERING AND THE PETROGLYPHS Exploring
Ancient Legacies in Norway Jeff Nisbet: SCOTLAND'S CURIOUS CARVED STONE BALLS
Who made them, and why? Martin Ruggles: ANCIENT NUKES ON MARS The Evidence for a
Very Strange and Dark Past Steven Sora: THE MOONS OVER MARS Quirks of Nature or
Artificial? The Surprising Case for Artificial Origins of Phobos and Deimos New Takes on an
Enduring Mystery Patrick Marsolek: QUANTUM TELEPORTATION Could Instant Travel Be
Coming Our Way? How Long Before Scotty Can Beam Us All Up? Julie Loar: MEETING OF
MONARCHS Jupiter in Leo There are two great enemies of progress, the aristocracy of royalty
and the aristocracy of gold. ALTERNATIVE NEWS The Strange Power of Ancient Acoustics
Einstein's Brain Was Nothing Special, Says New Study READERS FORUM Aliens-or Maybe
Not - Alternative Possibilities - Andree Cuenod - Ancient Aliens...Ancient Shmaliens - David
Imhotep, Ph.D. - Minds: Open and Otherwise - Greg May - Missing Evidence - Paul Williams Shroud Theory - Ernst Brenner
Planetary atmospheres are complex and evolving entities, as mankind is rapidly coming to
realise whilst attempting to understand, forecast and mitigate human-induced climate change.
In the Solar System, our neighbours Venus and Mars provide striking examples of two
endpoints of planetary evolution, runaway greenhouse and loss of atmosphere to space. The
variety of extra-solar planets brings a wider angle to the issue: from scorching "hot jupiters'' to
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ocean worlds, exo-atmospheres explore many configurations unknown in the Solar System,
such as iron clouds, silicate rains, extreme plate tectonics, and steam volcanoes. Exoplanetary
atmospheres have recently become accessible to observations. This book puts our own
climate in the wider context of the trials and tribulations of planetary atmospheres. Based on
cutting-edge research, it uses a grand tour of the atmospheres of other planets to shine a new
light on our own atmosphere, and its relation with life.
The Enterprise leads a brave group of settler to a distant planet and defends the fledgling
colony against alien invasion. Original.
The Simulation Hypothesis, by best-selling author, renowned MIT computer scientist and
Silicon Valley video game designer Rizwan Virk, is the first serious book to explain one of the
most daring and consequential theories of our time. Riz is the Executive Director of Play Labs
@ MIT, a video game startup incubator at the MIT Game Lab. Drawing from research and
concepts from computer science, artificial intelligence, video games, quantum physics, and
referencing both speculative fiction and ancient eastern spiritual texts, Virk shows how all of
these traditions come together to point to the idea that we may be inside a simulated reality like
the Matrix. The Simulation Hypothesis is the idea that our physical reality, far from being a
solid physical universe, is part of an increasingly sophisticated video game-like simulation,
where we all have multiple lives, consisting of pixels with its own internal clock run by some
giant Artificial Intelligence. Simulation theory explains some of the biggest mysteries of
quantum and relativistic physics, such as quantum indeterminacy, parallel universes, and the
integral nature of the speed of light. Recently, the idea that we may be living in a giant video
game has received a lot of attention: “There’s a one in a billion chance we are not living in a
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simulation” -Elon Musk “I find it hard to argue we are not in a simulation.” -Neil deGrasse
Tyson “We are living in computer generated reality.” -Philip K. Dick Video game technology
has developed from basic arcade and text adventures to MMORPGs. Video game designer Riz
Virk shows how these games may continue to evolve in the future, including virtual reality,
augmented reality, Artificial Intelligence, and quantum computing. This book shows how this
evolution could lead us to the point of being able to develop all encompassing virtual worlds
like the Oasis in Ready Player One, or the simulated reality in the Matrix. While the idea
sounds like science fiction, many scientists, engineers, and professors have given the
Simulation Hypothesis serious consideration. Futurist Ray Kurzweil has popularized the idea of
downloading our consciousness into a silicon based device, which would mean we are just
digital information after all. Some, like Oxford lecturer Nick Bostrom, goes further and thinks we
may in fact be artificially intelligent consciousness inside such a simulation already! But the
Simulation Hypothesis is not just a modern idea. Philosophers like Plato have been telling us
that we live in a “cave” and can only see shadows of the real world. Mystics of all traditions
have long contended that we are living in some kind of “illusion “and that there are other
realities which we can access with our minds. While even Judeo-Christian traditions have this
idea, Eastern traditions like Buddhism and Hinduism make this idea part of their core tradition —
that we are inside a dream world (“Maya” or illusion, or Vishnu’s Dream), and we have
“multiple lives” playing different characters when one dies, continuing to gain experience and
“level up” after completing certain challenges. Sounds a lot like a video game! Whether you
are a computer scientist, a fan of science fiction like the Matrix movies, a video game
enthusiast, or a spiritual seeker, The Simulation Hypothesis touches on all these areas, and
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you will never look at the world the same way again!
He’s a time-traveling repo man. She’s an inventor’s descendant. Together they’ll make
history. Robert Clementyne is the only man standing between an evil doctor and a accidental
time machine gone missing. When his trail of clues goes cold, he takes a long-shot gamble
and visits the steampunk-themed bowling alley museum belonging to the inventor’s
descendant. Emily Babcock has dedicated her life to keeping the memory of her trailblazing
ancestor alive. But even she’s skeptical when a hunky stranger comes searching for an
invention long lost in time… until the contraption materializes before her eyes. Hoping for a
romantic detour, Emily climbs aboard with the sexy mystery man for a wild ride through space
and time. Their travels take a twisted turn when they plunge headfirst into a fever dream
version of New York City. Trapped in an unstable time bubble, Robert and Emily must find a
way to defeat the evil doctor and escape before reality comes crashing down. Steamrolled is
the fourth book in the innovative Project Enterprise sci-fi romance series with steampunk
sensibilities. If you like bizarre alternative reality worlds, fiery chemistry, and fast-paced action,
then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ page-turning triumph. Buy Steamrolled to expand your
imagination with a weird and wonderful sci-fi romance today! Science fiction & Fantasy, Action
adventure fantasy romance, Time and space portal romance, Scifi romance alternate universe
reality, Starships, secret project, first contact space opera, alien romance, outer space, science
fiction romance alternate universe, female top gun, air force pilot, female air force pilot, strong
women, action adventure, intergalactic romance, adventure, lost city, science fiction romance,
Lost city romance

Project Enterprise: an above-top-secret expedition to a distant galaxy. A
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mysterious place where lives - and hearts - are on the line. Over 1600 hundred
pages of sweeping adventure and compelling romance at a great price! * * *
She’s a stranded pilot. He’s an alien castaway. Can their love save a galaxy
torn apart by war? (The Key) * * * She’s an interstellar spy. He’s an alien
warlord. Can their love heal a rift in time and space? (Girl Gone Nova) * * * He’s
a modern soldier. She’s a vintage scientist. Their star-crossed love could
redefine the boundaries of time and space. (Tangled in Time, A Project
Enterprise Novella) * * * He’s a time-traveling repo man. She’s an inventor’s
descendant. Together they’ll make history. (Steamrolled) * * * He’s an alien
warrior. She fights for time. Can their love hold together a galaxy on the verge of
collapse? (Kicking Ashe) * * * This Project Enterprise bundle contains books 1-5
and the Project Enterprise short stories. If you love sweeping space adventure,
“unique time travel,” rollicking good fun, and happy endings, then grab this
bundle today. Science fiction & Fantasy, Action adventure fantasy romance, Time
and space portal romance, Scifi romance alternate universe reality, Starships,
secret project, first contact space opera, alien romance, outer space, science
fiction romance alternate universe, female top gun, air force pilot, female air force
pilot, strong women, action adventure, intergalactic romance, adventure, lost city,
science fiction romance, Lost city romance
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Games are playing a crucial role in many successful businesses—not just in PR
and marketing, but as a model for designing business systems and workflows. In
this book, Michael Hugos provides compelling case studies that demonstrate how
game mechanics enable companies to respond quickly to challenges in today’s
real-time economy. It’s not about giving workers a smiley face for producing
more widgets. You’ll discover how game mechanics—particularly popular
multiplayer video games—provide field-tested best practices for engaging workers
in creative and complex activities. With games, your company can shift from an
outmoded top-down hierarchy to an agile network structure that promotes
coordination over control. Discover why industrial age business structures from
the 20th century no longer work Design real-time business collaboration systems,
using massively multiplayer online game concepts Make your in-house systems
more agile with technologies such as social media, mobile devices, and cloud
computing Understand game dynamics: goals, rules, real-time feedback, and
voluntary participation Apply virtual worlds and 3-D animation to business
intelligence and data analytics applications
In the future, a heroic captain and his crew explore the Galaxy in a really fast
spacecraft. The crew's standing orders are: "...to explore strange new worlds, to
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seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone
before."™ Simple, straightforward -- that's Star Trek.® So what's all the fuss? Why
do news crews always seem to find someone, somewhere dressed up in a Star
Trek costume? What could be so interesting to so many people? Star Trek 101 is
the answer. You'll learn just a little about the heroes (Captain Kirk believes that
man wasn't meant to live in paradise), the villains (Klingons have a thirst for
conquest), and the important aliens (Vulcans live their lives by logic). In the
handy recaps for all things Star Trek, you'll discover that the television shows and
movies run the gamut from action-adventure to comedy. Just want to sample?
The ten essential episodes are offered for your consideration. Star Trek 101 is a
quick primer of the television shows and movies that carry the Star Trek name.
With the help of Captain Archer and Doctor Phlox, Commander Charles "Trip"
Tucker stages his own death in order to join a shadowy, secret organization to
launch a deep undercover invesigation into the Romulans' powerful new warp
drive to determine if it could pose a threat to a fragile new alliance. Original.
After a chance skirmish with an armed killer in central London, agent John
Mordred ends up in hospital, condition critical. Six weeks and a full recovery later,
he’s persuaded it’s purely a police matter, so one he should forget about. But
nothing in MI7 is ever that simple. There’s more to this particular incident than
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meets the eye and unnamed people in high places want it investigating. They
believe Mordred’s the man for the job. Add to the mix five missing IMF officials,
the kidnapping of a top British financier in Venezuela, evidence of a related coverup in Whitehall, a young and unpredictable London Lord Mayor with acute
delusions of grandeur, plus - most bizarrely - persistent rumours of local UFO
sightings, and things threaten to spin radically out of control. Suddenly Mordred’s
life is on the line again. This time, alongside those of innumerable others. And
it’s him versus the clock.
The Star Trek:Enterprise Quiz Book is a fun selection of original questions (and
answers!), comprehensively covering all facets of the TV series! As a fun family
game it will separate the Archer's from the Xindi, the T'Pol's from the Klingons,
and is a fantastic way to enjoy Enterprise even more.
This book explores the idea that art can enact small-scale resistances against the
status quo in the social domain. These acts, which we call “little resistances,”
determine the limited yet potentially powerful political impact of art. From different
angles, seventeen authors consider the spaces where art events occur as
“political spaces,” and explore how such spaces host events of disagreements in
migratory culture. The newly coined word “migratory” refers to the sensate
traces of the movements of migration that characterize contemporary culture. In
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other words, movement is not an exceptional occurrence in an otherwise stable
world, but a normal, generalized process in a world that cannot be grasped in
terms of any given notion of stability. Thus the book offers fresh reflections on
art’s power to move people, in the double sense of that verb, and shows how it
helps to illuminate migratory culture’s contributions to this process.
An ordinary guy gets thrown into a futuristic reality. As he's employed by a huge
corporation called the Asteroid Enterprise. He soon finds he's out of place and seeks to
go back to his own time.
High above the planet Earth, an alien probe appears -- and in an unspeakably horrific
instant, releases a deadly blast that strafes the planet's surface, leaving a miles-wide,
smoldering crater of destruction in its wake. Millions die in Florida, Cuba, and
Venezuela, their lives blotted out in a blazing millisecond. Just as swiftly, the probe
implodes and crashes on the planet surface, but the remnants provide no clue as to its
origin. Who are the attackers, and what provoked them? Aboard the Starship
Enterprise™, Captain Jonathan Archer learns of the destruction. His ship is called home;
it is uncertain whether its mission of space exploration will continue. But before
Enterprise reaches Earth, Archer is abruptly kidnaped from the bridge by the timetraveling enemies he has encountered before. He finds himself aboard a Suliban
vessel, face-to-face with his old nemesis, Silik, a high-ranking indiviual in a battle
known only as the Temporal Cold War. Silik leads him to his master, a mysterious
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humanoid from the far future. The humanoid claims that the attack on Earth was just a
test; and the next attack will destroy Archer's home planet...unless he and the
Enterprise crew stop it. To do so, they must enter a region of space called The Expanse
- an area so dangerous that no ship has ever emerged from it unscathed. Vulcan crews
were driven to bloodthirsty madness, Klingon crews were anatomically inverted, their
internal organs exposed outside their bodies...while they still lived. Many vessels were
lost, never to be heard from again. Archer faces the greatest crisis of his career: Should
he believe Silik's time-traveling master, and expose his ship and crew to the perils of
The Expanse, in hopes of saving Earth from destruction? And can he convince Starfleet
Command and the Vulcan High Council to let Enterprise go to face her biggest
challenge?
Part 3 of 'Last Shuttle Flight, First Alien Contact' deals with a different mindset for both
humans and aliens in this space exploration adventure of a first contact UFO sighting.
Being aware of each other has altered the thinking of both. This sequel of a
extraterrestrial contact series demonstrates how these two species begin to deal with
each other and what their expectations for the future hold.
More than 400 films and 150 television series have featured time travel—stories of
rewriting history, lovers separated by centuries, journeys to the past or the (often
dystopian) future. This book examines some of the roles time travel plays on screen in
science fiction and fantasy. Plot synopses and credits are listed for films and TV series
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from England, Canada, the UK and Japan, as well as for TV and films from elsewhere
in the world. Tropes and plot elements are highlighted. The author discusses
philosophical questions about time travel, such as the logic of timelines, causality
(what’s to keep time-travelers from jumping back and correcting every mistake?) and
morality (if you correct a mistake, are you still guilty of it?).
1969: Captain John Christopher of the U.S. Air Force has just returned from a most
peculiar mission to investigate a UFO sighting. But even though the mission took only a
few minutes, the captain has vague memory flashes of futuristic humans, a pointyeared alien named Spock, and a ship called The U.S.S. Enterprise™.... Government
agent James Wainwright has waited for this fateful day ever since he encountered the
conquering Ferengi Marauders Quark, Rom, and Nog in Roswell in 1947. Now he will
stop at nothing to use Captain Christopher's secret knowledge to bring his campaign to
defend Earth against alien attack to the forefront once again! A dramatic sequel to
classic Star Trek episodes from two generations by the critically acclaimed author of In
the Name of Honor!
This is a detailed examination of 58 science fiction television series produced between
1990 and 2004, from the popular The X-Files to the many worlds of Star Trek (The Next
Generation onward), as well as Andromeda, Babylon 5, Firefly, Quantum Leap,
Stargate Atlantis and SG-I, among others. A chapter on each series includes essential
production information; a history of the series; critical commentary; and amusing, often
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provocative interviews with overall more than 150 of the creators, actors, writers and
directors. The book also offers updates on each series' regular cast members, along
with several photographs and a bibliography. Fully indexed.
Without warning or provocation an alien weapon appears above Earth and unleashes a
blast that kills millions across two continents. A second such weapon could destroy the
entire planet. In a desperate bid to save Earth and its people, Starfleet must change its
mission from one of peaceful exploration to one of military service. Only the Starship
Enterprise is fast enought to stop the production of a second Xindi weapon. But the
crew cannot do it alone, and Captain Jonathan Archer accepts a contingent of Military
Assault Command Operations personnel -- battle-hardened soldiers known as MACOs
-- on board his ship. Starfleet and the MACOs are two very different services sharing a
common goal, but divided in their views of how to attain it. It is a culture clash that
echoes across centuries of military service. The men and women on board the
Enterprise understand that somehow they must succeed in working together or the
price will be paid in blood -- failure is not an option.
The aliens say they come in peace - but evidence suggests otherwise. An alien
spacecraft is making its way towards Earth. It will arrive within weeks. The government
and military are helpless to contain the increasingly desperate situation and must
concede to the aliens' intention to inhabit the Earth, offering partnership in return for
colonisation without bloodshed. But chances of peaceful settlement are soon swept
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aside when a powerful sub-group known only as The Enterprise unleashes a biological
weapon of mass destruction against the aliens. They hold out the prospect of a vaccine
- if the aliens capitulate and hand over their ship. And now, in a battle between two
intelligent life forms to gain control of the Earth, the future is uncertain and the
possibility of mass extermination grows ever closer...

Free Enterprise Environmentalism argues that laissez capitalism can address
climate change more effectively than socialism and government regulation.
An alien probe of unknown origin launches an assault on Earth; an attack so
devastating that Enterprise is recalled from her voyage of exploration to help with
Earth's defence. During the journey home, Captain Jonathan Archer receives
intelligence that the origin of the probe is a little-known region of space called the
Delphic Expanse. Vulcan Ambassador Soval informs Archer that the Delphic
Expanse is notorious for bizarre occurrences, and few ships that enter it are ever
seen again. Believing there will be a second attack, Archer convinces Starfleet to
let him take Enterprise into the Delphic Expanse to seek out this mysterious new
enemy. In doing so, he will be going against the Suliban, the Klingons, and the
Vulcans, who are removing T'Pol from the Enterprise as a result. What is more,
he will have to deal with a cadre of battle-hardened marines and their nononsense colonel who have been assigned to his ship.
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When the Romulans, desperate to drive humans from the stars, employ ruthless
and murderous tactics, and attack the Vulcan homeworld, the captain of the
Starship Enterprise must stop this war from reaching Earth and forge a new
federation of planets. Original. 60,000 first printing.
A shocking new expose of the twentieth century s extraterrestrial encounters
(and cover-ups) by distinguished UFOlogist Timothy Good "
An original adventure starring Captain Jonathan Archer and the crew of the very
first USS Enterprise: Chief Engineer 'Trip' Tucker III, Chief Medical Officer Dr.
Phlox, Science Officer T'Pol, Communications Officer Hoshi Sato, Tactical Officer
Malcolm Reed and Helmsman Travis Mayweather. In their first few weeks in
space, Captain Archer and his crew have already discovered several new
species and explored strange new worlds. Each new planet brings new
discoveries and new dangers: none more so than the curious planet half of which
is inhabited by the Fazi, with their highly regulated culture in which strict protocols
govern everything from their conversation to the design of their buildings. After a
disastrous first contact with the Fazi, Archer must depend on the diplomatic skills
of Vulcan science officer T'Pol and the linguistic talents of communications officer
Ensign Hoshi Sato to help him mend relations with the people of this planet and
unravel the mystery of the other beings with which they share their world.
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Anyone interested in UFO phenomena will be captivated by this extensive
account of the history of UFO sightings and what can happen once the existence
of aliens on Earth is finally revealed, an event the authors feel is sure to happen
very soon. Authors Dolan and Zabel, both respected UFOlogists, detail what will
happen A.D. (After Disclosure) including how both governments and people will
respond to the confirmation that we are not alone in the universe. This book is a
goose bump-raising thrill ride, one sure to provoke thought, spark debate, and
entertain in equal measure.
In Space Enterprise - Living and Working Offworld, Dr Philip Harris provides the
vision and rationale as to why humanity is leaving its cradle, Earth, to use space
resources, as well as pursuing lunar industrialization and establishing offworld
settlements. As a management/space psychologist, Dr. Harris presents a
behavioral science perspective on space exploration and enterprise. In this his
45th book, Phil has completely revised and updated the two previous editions of
this classic, placing new emphasis on the need for more synergy and
participation by the private sector. He not only provides a critical review of what is
happening in the global space community, but offers specific strategies for lunar
economic development. The author analyzes the human factors in contemporary
and future space developments, especially relative to the deployment of people
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aloft. This user-friendly volume offers numerous photographs, diagrams, exhibits,
and case studies.
Is there intelligent life elsewhere in the universe? It seems unlikely that Earth's
inhabitants are the only ones. Those who claim to have witnessed UFOs and
alien life are often dismissed as crackpots, yet the search for extraterrestrial
intelligence has been conducted by scientists ever since technological
advancements allowed for it. The viewpoints in this resource explore what it
would mean on a practical level to find other intelligent life forms, how important
space exploration is in general, whether governments or private enterprise
should fund such searches, and other relevant issues.
A lively history of the seemingly inexhaustible popularity of the TV series and its
progeny with the popular culture and imagination of America and the world features
interviews with Patrick Stewart, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., and the Dalai Lama. 40,000 first
printing. Tour.
Films are entertainment that create an escape from our ordinary reality. Many of these
films are thought-provoking, especially when they address possibilities that may come
true in the future.
Contents in this full color ebook edition: Scott Creighton: CRIME IN THE GREAT
PYRAMID? Damning NEW EVIDENCE from the Diaries of Col. Howard-Vyse Martin
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Ruggles: MAPS FROM BEFORE HISTORY Did Mysterious Medieval Charts Require
'Impossible' Knowledge? Stephen Robbins, Ph.D.: SCENT OF A DINOSAUR Tracking
Down a Major Scientific Embarrassment Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D.: THE ROOTS OF
KAHUNAISM Is This the Legacy of Ancient Egyptian Magic? Patrick Marsolek: THE
MULTIVERSE CONSIDERATION Where Science Fiction and Science Fact Get
Together
A comprehensive three-volume reference work offers six hundred entries, with the first
two volumes covering themes and the third volume exploring two hundred classic works
in literature, television, and film.
From the black depths of interstellar space, comes an alien invasion fleet that has
journeyed for a thousand years towards its target, modern day Earth. The approaching
fleet triggers an ancient deep space detection system, which awakens a crew deep
inside the Moon from their long sleep to face the invasion. If Earth is to be saved,
ancient defenses need to be hastily repaired and prepared for battle. Under manned,
unsupported and running out of time, the ancient astronauts are forced to forge
alliances with the people of Earth, if the planet is to be saved from destruction. United,
humanity rises to the occasion and has its finest hour as they fight what could be their
last battle. Led by the hastily retro fitted space shuttle Enterprise, Earth launches four
space shuttles armed with alien technology against the invasion fleet in a desperate
battle to save mankind.
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